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THE IMPACT OF LARGE DATABASES ON THE KNOWLEDGE OF
LATE-TYPE CLOSE BINARIES
C. Maceroni1
RESUMEN
Presentamos algunos resultados del an´ alisis de las muestras de binarias eclipsantes que han aportado los sondeos
de microlentes OGLE. Estos experimentos observaron millones de estrellas en la direcci´ on del bulbo gal´ actico
(OGLE-I) y de la Nube Menor de Magallanes (OGLE-II). Su completez ha permitido el descubrimiento de
sistemas raros e interesantes. Ejemplo de ello es un nuevo grupo de binarias de largo per´ ıodo en la NMM con
una gigante en contacto con el l´ obulo cr´ ıtico, la cual domina la variaci´ on de luz del sistema (”β-contacts”).
Estos sistemas obedecen una relaci´ on per´ ıodo-luminosidad, y podr´ ıan ser utilizados como herramienta auxiliar
e independiente para determinar distancias. Otro objeto interesante por sus implicaciones para el estudio
de la p´ erdida de momento angular por frenado magn´ etico, as´ ı como de la actividad estelar, es BW3 V38, el
sistema de enanas M de m´ as corto per´ ıodo conocido, que fue descubierto por el OGLE-I, y que ser´ a estudiado
espectrosc´ opicamente. Se discuten brevemente las perspectivas para la investigaci´ on de binarias cerradas que
abren las misiones espaciales futuras, como COROT y Eddington.
ABSTRACT
This paper presents some results of the analysis of the eclipsing binaries samples that came out as by-products of
the OGLE microlensing surveys. These experiments monitored millions of stars in the direction of the galactic
bulge (OGLE-I), and of the Small Magellanic Cloud (OGLE-II). Their completeness allowed the discovery of
rare and interesting systems. An example is a new group of long period binaries in the SMC with presumably a
giant component in contact with the critical lobe, which dominates the systemic light variation (“β -contacts”).
These systems obey a period-luminosity-color relation and could be used as an auxiliary, but independent, tool
for distance determination. Another very interesting object, for its implications in the studies of angular
momentum loss processes by magnetic braking and of stellar activity, is the system of shortest known period
with M dwarf components, discovered by OGLE-I, BW3 V38, that is the target of a spectroscopic follow-up.
The perspectives for close binary star research in view of future space missions, such as COROT and Eddington
are brieﬂy discussed.
Key Words: BINARIES: CLOSE — BINARIES: ECLIPSING — ASTRONOMICAL DATA BASES: MIS-
CELLANEOUS — SURVEYS
1. THE BY-PRODUCT CATALOGS OF
VARIABLE STARS FROM MICROLENSING
SURVEYS
Some of the most fruitful developments of stel-
lar research in the last decade are related to the
microlensing surveys. Several independent experi-
ments were started in the nineties, after the sug-
gestion by Paczynski (1986) that “monitoring the
brightness of a few million stars in the Magellanic
Clouds over a time scale between two hours and two
years could lead to a discovery of ‘dark halo’ objects
between 10−6 and 10−2 solar mass”. A(n incom-
plete) list of the microlensing surveys should at least
mention the Optical Gravitational Lensing Exper-
iment (OGLE), the MAssive Compact Halo Object
search (MACHO), and their French precursor EROS
1Osservatorio Astronomico di Roma, INAF, Italy.
(Experience pour la Recherche d’Objets Sombres).
Obviously the monitoring of large stellar sam-
ples has provided an enormous amount of by-product
data on stellar variability, which have the advan-
tages of long-baseline stable photometry, of homo-
geneity and of completeness control. The best or-
ganized and easily accessible data are those from
the OGLE surveys, all available over the Internet
at http://sirius.astrouw.edu.pl/ ogle/, where links to
the other experiments can also be found. The results
presented in this paper are all based on the OGLE
by-product catalogs.
The OGLE experiment is currently in its third
phase (OGLE-III). The ﬁrst one, OGLE-I (Udal-
ski et al. 1992, for the technical details) observed
in a pencil beam search volume towards Baade’s
window. The survey covered sixteen 15’×15’ ﬁelds,
239I
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240 MACERONI
Fig. 1. The orbital period distribution of the Baade’s
Window sample (shaded histogram) and of the SMC
sample as derived from OGLE-I and OGLE-II catalogs.
and provided I band photometry of objects with
14 ≤ mI ≤ 18, and accuracy of 0.01 - 0.02 mag (at
best). The periodicity search spanned the interval
0d.01 ≤ P ≤ 100d. The by-product data on variable
stars were released in the form of a catalog (Udalski
et al. 1997a, and references therein) that lists ∼ 1300
eclipsing binaries. For each entry the position, the
orbital period, the I light curve and the V − I color
at maximum are available. The completeness of the
catalog, as estimated from independent detection of
the same systems in overlapping ﬁelds, depends of
course on the object magnitude and has a mean value
of 88%.
During the second phase OGLE II, an essen-
tially similar experiment with higher performance
and dedicated instruments, monitored ﬁelds in the
Magellanic Clouds and the bulge (Udalski et al.
1997b). A catalog of variables similar to that of
OGLE-I and containing ∼ 1500 eclipsing systems in
the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) was published by
Udalski et al.(1998).
Figure 1 shows the orbital period distribution
for the eclipsing binaries of the ﬁrst 10 ﬁelds of the
OGLE-I catalog (BWC + BW1–BW9) and those of
the SMC catalog. The lack in the latter of short pe-
riod binaries is certainly a distance eﬀect, as shorter
period systems belonging to the SMC contain com-
ponents fainter than the OGLE-II magnitude limit.
1.1. The eclipsing binaries in the Baade’s Window
The sample of 1300 eclipsing binaries of OGLE-I
contains a majority (72%) of contact binaries whose
properties were studied in great detail by Rucinski
(1997a,b; 1998a,b). Among the main results we can
mention: the fact that W UMa contact binaries can
Fig. 2. The conﬁguration (projection on the orbital
plane) of the BW3 V38 model from MR97, the primary
ﬁlls 86% and the secondary 76% of the respective Roche
lobe volume.
be used as distance tracers all the way to the galac-
tic bulge, their belonging to the old galactic disc
population and the updating of the apparent fre-
quency of contact binaries with respect to MS stars,
with a peak at short periods with respect to the
extrapolation of the Duquennoy and Mayor (1991)
distribution. This feature has a straightforward ex-
planation in terms of a relatively long lived con-
tact stage, related to a possible decrease of magnetic
braking mechanisms after contact. A related inves-
tigation, on the period distribution of pre-contact
Fig. 3. Upper curve: the NTT/EMMI spectrum of
BW3 V38 around quadrature (ϕ =0 .272) compared to
the template spectrum of the M dwarf GJ 729 (M3.5 V).
The splitting of Hα is clearly visible and indicates emis-
sion from both components.I
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LATE-TYPE CLOSE BINARIES FROM LARGE DATABASES 241
Fig. 4. The location of the OGLE-I and OGLE-II eclipsing systems in the a2–a4 Fourier coeﬃcients diagram. Contact
systems are found below the continuous line (contact locus), as deﬁned by Rucinski (1993).
late-type systems in the OGLE-I catalog was car-
ried out by Maceroni and Rucinski (1999). This
was in part an update of a previous study by Van’t
Veer and Maceroni (1988) and Maceroni and Van’t
Veer (1991), by means of the more homogeneous
and complete OGLE data. The logarithmic slope
of the period distribution was used to infer the an-
gular momentum loss eﬃciency (and consequently
the functional form of the magnetic braking law) for
late, rapidly rotating members of tidally locked bina-
ries. These results also show a change in the braking
mechanisms (“saturation”) for fast rotating compo-
nents approaching the contact stage, in agreement
with the most recent studies on stellar activity (Piz-
zolato et al. 2003).
An interesting case study was dedicated by
Maceroni and Rucinski (1997, hereafter MR97) to
the system BW3 V38 (i.e the variable # 38 of the
third Baade’s Window ﬁeld). This is the eclips-
ing system of shortest known period (0d.1984) with
a light curve with minima of almost equal depth,
ΔI   0.75, and very red color, (V −I)=2.45. These
features suggest that the binary might be formed by
two similar red dwarfs (the dereddened color from
MR97, (V − I)0 =2 .3, corresponds to a M3–M4
spectral type). The light curve solution by MR97
yielded indeed a conﬁguration with similar com-
ponents (mass ratio q = m1/m2 =0 .77 and ef-
fective temperatures, respectively, T1=3500 K and
T2 = 3459 K). The stars turned out to be very close
but not yet in contact with the Roche critical sur-
face, as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, this appears to
be the ﬁrst system with dwarf M type components
caught while approaching contact; a better knowl-
edge of its physical properties will shed light on the
poorly known subject of angular momentum loss in
M type dwarfs. Even if the limited accuracy of the
OGLE photometry and of the light curve solution
does not completely rule out a contact conﬁguration,
a further study is anyway of great interest. It is well
known that the period distribution of the W UMa
contact binaries shows a sharp cut-oﬀ at P =0 d.23
with CC Com (spectral type K5), a fact that has
been the object of several investigations but is not
yet completely explained. If BW3 V38 turns out to
be a contact binary, then it will be the ﬁrst case of a
system beyond the period cut-oﬀ. For these reasons
a program of mid-resolution spectroscopic observa-
tions for spectral classiﬁcation and radial velocity
study is on the way, Maceroni (2003, in prepara-
tion). A series of 34 mid-resolution spectra were ac-
quired at the ESO New Technology Telescope (NTT)
with EMMI in spectroscopic mode. The preliminary
results conﬁrm the spectral type as derived by the
color information, see Figure 3, where a spectrum of
the binary at quadrature is compared with that of a
M3.5 V template star. The splitting of Hα in emis-
sion conﬁrms the similarity (also concerning surface
activity) between the two components.
1.2.T h eβ-contact binaries in the SMC
As suggested by Figure 1 the OGLE-II sam-
ple of eclipsing binaries should contain intrinsically
brighter stars than that of BW. This is conﬁrmed
by the study of the sub-sample of contact binaries,I
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242 MACERONI
Fig. 5. The period–color diagram for all contact systems in the SMC (left panel) and LMC (right panel) from RM01.
The open circles mark systems that were assigned half weights in the luminosity calibrations. The large stars in the left
panel mark the three long period contact binaries of the OGLE-I sample. The SMC data are based on the (V −I) color
index while the LMC data are based on the (V −R) color index. The vertical segments indicate the displacement due to
reddening correction. For simplicity, the same reddening vectors were assumed for all systems in the SMC, EV −I =0 .12.
The curves give the blue short-period envelope for normal, short-period W UMa-type systems.
that is numerically much less conspicuous than the
BW sample. The latter turned out to outnumber all
other binary types and to be essentially composed
of W UMa binaries (contact systems with late-type
unevolved components).
The selection of contact systems, just on the ba-
sis of the light curve shape, can be eﬃciently per-
formed by means of an automatic ﬁltering algorithm
that was originally introduced by Rucinski (1993).
A“contact locus” can be deﬁned in a a2–a4 diagram,
where the ai’s are the second and fourth cosine co-
eﬃcients of the Fourier decomposition of the light
curve according to:  (ϕ)=
∞
i=0 ai cos(2πiϕ). This
“locus” separates the area where models of contact
binaries are found—see Figure 6 in Rucinski’s (1993)
paper—and it only weakly depends on the atmo-
spheric properties of the stars, as the light varia-
tion in a contact conﬁguration is due mainly to the
eﬀects of the distortion of the stellar surfaces. Fig-
ure 4 shows the a2–a4 diagram for all systems of the
OGLE-I and the OGLE-II catalogs. The contact sys-
tems are found in the region below the curve. Fig-
ure 4 conﬁrms that the observable SMC sample is
mainly formed by non-contact (and bright) systems.
A more intrinsic diﬀerence between the two samples
turns out when the Period - Color (P-C) diagram is
considered for the systems selected as contact bina-
ries (Rucinski and Maceroni 2001, hereafter RM01).
The contact binaries of OGLE-I are relatively
short period systems as only three objects have
P>10d. Besides, they follow the typical P-C re-
lation, discovered by Eggen (1961) for ﬁeld contact
binaries, by which larger periods correspond to bluer
color. That is believed to express the scaling of the
system properties with the mass (and size) of its un-
evolved components. Mochnacki (1981) pointed out
that a short-period-blue-envelope locus can be de-
ﬁned, corresponding to the minimum contact period
f o rZ A M Sc o m p o n e n t s .
The SMC sub-sample coming out of the Fourier
ﬁlter, is formed by a “normal” group of short pe-
riod contact binaries, but as well by a group with
10d ≤ P ≤ 200d showing an “inverted” P-C relation,
in the sense that longer periods correspond to red-
der colors. That property, together with the typical
shallow light curve of those systems (see RM01, Fig-
ure 2) suggests that the system light variations are
essentially of ellipsoidal origin, and due to a giant
component in contact with the lobe. Semi-detached
systems of this type do indeed pass the Fourier ﬁl-
ter, as long as the star in contact dominates the sys-
tem light. The position of these“β-contact” systems
(from the β Lyr-type light curves) in the CM dia-
gram (Figure 6) is in agreement with this hypothe-
sis.
Another interesting property of this sample is theI
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existence of a Period-luminosity-color (PLC) rela-
tion, that applies for systems with (V − I)0 > 0.25,
in the form:
MV = −3.43logP +2 .04(V − I)0 +2 .80
with σ =0 .34 (see RM01 for a full discussion).
The fact that the log-period coeﬃcient is very close
to −10/3 is an indirect conﬁrmation of the pro-
posed model, as the luminosity is expected to scale
as L ∝ R2T4 and R ∝ P 2/3 yielding, indeed,
MV ∝− 10/3logP. As an external check, RM01
looked for the presence of similar systems among the
LMC eclipsing systems whose light curves were pub-
lished by Alcock et al. (1998). The results are far
from being conclusive, due to the fact that the MA-
CHO sample is strongly biased towards large ampli-
tude systems, as Alcock et al. (1998) excluded from
their analysis the variables with light curve ampli-
tude MR < 0.2. Moreover, the total number of sys-
tems is also smaller by a factor 2.5 and, therefore,
only a few (7) systems are found with P>10d;t h o s e
provide however some support to the hypothesis (see
Figure 4, right panel).
The β−PCL relation (from β-contacts) can be
used as an auxiliary - but independent - tool for
distance determination to nearby galaxies. Though
these binaries are much less numerous than the
classical distance indicators ( 1/50 with respect to
Cepheids from the numbers in OGLE-II), they are
very bright objects, easy to detect (because of the
continuous variability) and yield a completely inde-
pendent check.
2. THE FUTURE DATABASES FROM SPACE
EXPERIMENTS
A further advance in the richness and quality of
the databases of variable stars will mark the current
decade, when the data of new space missions will
be released. The ﬁrst ones will be those of COROT
and Eddington satellites, which will be devoted to
asteroseismology and exo-planet searches, but as well
to parallel science programs, where the studies of
variability, and of eclipsing binaries in particular, ﬁt
perfectly.
2.1. COROT
The acronym COROT 2 stands for COnvection
ROtation and Transits. It refers to a French-led
European “small” space mission, whose goals will
be achieved by means of ultra-high precision (100
ppm), wide ﬁeld, relative photometry obtained with
2more details can be found on the oﬃcial COROT website
at www.astrsp-mrs.fr/projets/corot/
Fig. 6. The color-magnitude diagram for the β-contact
systems in the SMC. The orbital periods of individual
systems are roughly proportional to the circle size. The
right and upper axes show the de-reddened color in-
dex and absolute magnitude data for EV −I =0 .12 and
(m − M)0 =1 8 .8. The slanted dotted lines give the
approximate locations of the 90% and 0% completeness
levels of the OGLE-II variable star search. The broken
lines represent the constant period lines according to the
calibration of the PLC-β relation as in RM01.
long continuous observing runs on the same ﬁeld.
The COROT instrument is a white-light wide-ﬁeld
photometer with an entrance pupil of 27 cm and a
set of four frame-transfer CCD detectors (for a total
ﬁeld of 2.6o × 3o). Two CCDs are devoted to aster-
oseismology (and collect defocussed, integral light),
and two to exoplanet search (focussed light and color
information—thanks to a mini-prism—for V< 15
objects). COROT will be launched at the end of
2005 on a low-earth polar inertial orbit, allowing it
to monitor stellar ﬁelds near the pole of the orbit con-
tinuously for about 5 months. The mission lifetime
will be nominally 3 years, corresponding to 5-6 “long
runs” (150d). Shorter 10−20d runs are foreseen be-
tween two consecutive long ones. While the seismol-
ogy ﬁeld will be entirely devoted to the observation
of very few pre-selected targets, the exo-planet ob-
servations will consist of monitoring the variability
of a large number of stars (12000 for ﬁeld and run)
with a time sampling of 8m or, in selected cases, up
to 32s. The ﬁnal outcome will be therefore a large
number (∼ 70,000) of high precision - long time-span
light curves.
2.2. Eddington
Eddington is an ESA mission scheduled for early
2008. Its goals are similar to, but more ambitiousI
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than, those of COROT, thanks to the higher-class in-
strumentation (and larger light-collecting area). Ac-
cording to the current baseline, its payload 3 will
consist of “a white-light, broad band, wide-ﬁeld pho-
tometer, implemented as a set of 4 identical, co-
aligned wide ﬁeld optical telescopes with a mosaic
CCD camera at its focal plane”. The telescopes will
have a diameter of 60 cm and will look at the same
stellar ﬁeld. The diameter of the total ﬁeld of view
will be 6.72o.
The main advantages with respect to COROT
will be:
• a larger light collecting area, implying a signal-
to-noise ratio improvement S/N > 3,
• a larger (∼ 2 times) ﬁeld of view,
• a shorter time sampling (30s versus COROT’ s
8m for most objects)
• a diﬀerent mode of observation: COROT will
simultaneously acquire data for both core pro-
grams, with the exoplanetary ﬁeld strongly con-
strained by the choice of the seismology program
primary targets. Eddington will adopt instead a
sequential mode; the planet search will be per-
formed in the second part of the mission, mon-
itoring, for three continuous years, an expressly
selected ﬁeld.
At the end of the mission accurate photometry of
∼ 200,000 stars of any spectral type and luminosity
class is expected.
2.3. The potentials for eclipsing binary research
The numerous possible advances related to the
next asteroseismological missions have already been
reviewed during several workshops dedicated to the
various experiments. (A rich section on binaries is
found, for instance, in the proceedings of the 3rd
MONS Workshop 4, a small Danish mission that was
unfortunately canceled).
In short, the most rewarding results will directly
descend from the two main features of these space ex-
periments: high precision photometry and long con-
tinuous monitoring.
The high precision photometry will allow a bet-
ter determination of the basic stellar parameters
(masses, radii) that will be obtained from observa-
tions of well-behaved systems, i.e. preferentially de-
tached binariesData are still needed for lower MS,
pre-MS and giant stars. In particular the lower MS
calibration was based until recent years on only two
3the full description is available at:
http://astro.esa.int/SA-general/Projects/Eddington/ba-
seline.html
4available at http://astro.ifa.au.dk/∼tct/MONSwork-
shop3/Proceedings/List Contents.html
Fig. 7. The diﬀerence between two synthetic light curves
obtained by changing the linear (V) limb darkening co-
eﬃcient from 0.57 to 0.67. The corresponding system
is a model of V805 Aql, according to Popper (1981),
i.e. a detached binary with relatively short period and
MS components (P =2
d.41 , eﬀective temperatures
Tp = 8164 K, Ts = 7178 K). The other parameters are:
mass ratio q = ms/mp =0 .81, inclination i =8 6
o, frac-
tional radii rp =0 .18, rs =0 .15, fractional luminosity
Ls/Lp =0 .362. The synthetic light curves were com-
puted with the 1995 version of the Wilson and Devinney
code.
eclipsing binaries, CM Dra and YY Gem. Recent in-
terferometric results (Lane, Boden & Kulkarni 2001;
S´ egransan et al. 2003) have provided accurate radii
for several M dwarfs. However the classical method
based on spectroscopic eclipsing binaries, still has
the advantage of a simultaneous determination of
mass and radius. Eddington will also observe sev-
eral open clusters (Pleiades, Hyades, α Per), with
all the advantages deriving from chemically homoge-
neous and coeval samples.
Besides, the analysis of the accurate light curves
will allow a direct determination of stellar atmo-
sphere properties, such as limb darkening and, for
tidally distorted binaries, gravity darkening. These
are second order eﬀects in the light curves, that are
thus far usually assumed in light curve solutions,
mainly because of insuﬃcient data accuracy. Fig-
ure 7 shows, just as an example, the eﬀect on the
synthetic light curve of a change of 0.1 in the (lin-
ear) limb darkening coeﬃcient. The corresponding
binary model has close but detached MS compo-
nents, i.e., with light curves showing small “proxim-
ity eﬀects” (P =2 d.41). The diﬀerence between the
curves is at least an order of magnitude larger than
COROT’ s expected accuracy. It has to be taken into
account, however, that only the light curve phases
corresponding to the eclipses are sensitive to the limbI
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darkening value; in the given example the eclipse du-
ration is 0.1 P, i.e. ∼ 6 hours. The typical COROT
time-sampling of 8m would still provide a good time
coverage in this case, but a faster one would be nec-
essary for shorter durations.
The long continuous monitoring will allow the
study with higher accuracy data of the manifesta-
tions of stellar activity (spots, ﬂares, stellar activity
cycles) and indirectly of rotational period and dif-
ferential rotation (from spot migration) in late -type
components).
Asteroseismology studies in binaries (mainly with
Eddington since so far no binary is among the astero-
seismological targets selected for COROT)w o u l d
also be possible (see, for instance, Mkrtichian et al.
2003). In principle, looking for solar-type oscillation
in suitable eclipsing binaries would have the advan-
tage of knowing the masses, radii and the orbit incli-
nation angle, and therefore the rotational velocity.
Finally the large photometric databases will al-
low archival programs, dedicated to the study of the
by-product binary samples and of individual new in-
teresting systems. Anyway, to exploit the oppor-
tunities provided by the missions fully, parallel (or
follow-up) programs of target characterization and
of high dispersion and high S/N spectroscopy should
urgently be planned. So far, only the programs on
binaries related to surface activity studies beneﬁt
from a ground-based observational program for tar-
get characterization (Pagano et al. 2001). The fur-
ther development of automatic selection algorithms
will also be extremely useful, in view of the amount
of data that will be provided by the missions.
I am grateful to the Scientiﬁc Organizing Com-
mittee and the International Astronomical Union for
the allocation of a generous grant that made possible
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DISCUSSION
Lampens – What kind of speciﬁc tools do you need for the treatment of the binary data in the Eddington
project?
Maceroni – We need algorithms for classiﬁcation of diﬀerent binary types, for instance. Also, updated codes
for light curve analysis, including updated model atmospheres.
Richichi – In the last two years a number of K-M dwarf stars have been measured by interferometry,
providing additional calibrations for stellar radii on the late main sequence. Can you comment?
Maceroni – That decreases, of course, the importance of BW3V38 as a MS calibrator. However, it remains
a very important object for checking the theories of evolution towards contact of late-type close systems.
Hummel – You mentioned the measurement of the linear limb-darkening coeﬃcients. Will you be able to
measure the precise limb-darkening proﬁle also?
Maceroni – The example here is only with linear limb darkening. However, the light curve synthesis models
oﬀer other options (e.g., a logarithmic law). I suppose that with the accuracy of future data it will be possible
to derive information on the proﬁle as well.
Bill Hartkopf.